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Overview of the course

1 The power generation sector; electricity as a commodity
Electricity sector in the world, energy transition. Features of electricity,

properties of electricity demand, transport networks. Functioning of electric

systems and role of system operators. Network stability and frequency control.

Specific risks associated to intermittent renewable electricity generation.

2 Electricity markets and electricity derivatives
Ways to sell electricity. Organization of electricity markets: balancing;

intraday, day-ahear, forward and capacity markets. Electricity futures and

other derivative products.

3 Modeling electricity prices and trading in electricity markets
Stochastic models for intraday, spot and forward prices. Trading strategies for

power producers.
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The power generation sector

Outline

1 The power generation sector

2 Electricity as a commodity

3 Specific risks of intermittent renewable generation

4 Electricity markets and derivative products

5 Modeling and pricing electricity derivatives
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The power generation sector

The electricity supply chain

Source: eex.gov.au

Historically, energy production and

distribution was carried out by integrated

energy companies; electricity was

produced by steam turbines at large

power plants and sold to consumers at

regulated tariffs

Source: ey.com

Nowadays, electricity production is

competitive, but transport and

distribution continue to be managed by

state companies; distributed renewable

generation plays an important role and

data networks and smart meters are used

for load management
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The power generation sector

The electricity sector

• In most countries the electricity sector is competitive, generation is separated

from transport and distribution.

• The transport (high voltage grid) is a natural monopoly and usually managed

by Transportation Service Operator (TSO), a state company (in Russia,

Федеральная Сетевая Компания, in France RTE), who is also responsible

for real time operation and equilibrium of the energy system.

• The distribution and generation companies are independent competing

entities from public or private sector.
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The power generation sector

The energy mix
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The power generation sector

The energy mix

World consumption
Million tonnes oil equivalent
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Oil remains the dominant fuel in Africa, Europe and the Americas, while natural gas dominates in CIS and the Middle East, accounting for more than half of the energy mix 
in both regions. Coal is the dominant fuel in the Asia Pacific region. In 2017 coal’s share of primary energy fell to its lowest level in our data series in North America, 
Europe, CIS and Africa. 

World primary energy consumption grew by 2.2% in 2017, up from 1.2% in 2016 and the highest since 2013. Growth was below average in Asia Pacific, the Middle East 
and S. & Cent. America but above average in other regions. All fuels except coal and hydroelectricity grew at above-average rates. Natural gas provided the largest 
increment to energy consumption at 83 million tonnes of oil equivalent (mtoe), followed by renewable power (69 mtoe) and oil (65 mtoe).

BP Statistical Review of World Energy 201810

BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2018 47
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Natural gas is the dominant fuel used for power generation in North America, CIS, the Middle East and Africa. South and Central America gets more than half of its power 
from hydroelectricity, with a share far higher than any other region. In Europe, nuclear energy is the top source of electricity, but only just, as the shares of nuclear, coal, 
natural gas and renewables are all in a narrow range of 18-22%.

Coal remains the world’s dominant source of power, with a share of 38.1% in 2017, almost as much as natural gas (23.2%) and hydroelectricity (15.9%) combined, which 
sit in second and third positions. Renewables’ share of power generation was 8.4% in 2017, having risen 6.1% percentage points since 2007. Over the same period, 
nuclear’s share declined by 3.4 percentage points while coal lost 3.1 percentage points.

Left: global energy consumption. Right: global electricity generation. Source: BP

Statistical Report on World Energy 2018.
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The power generation sector

Future evolution of the world energy production08/12/2018 WEO 2017

https://www.iea.org/weo2017/ 5/19

Industrial electric motor systems account for one-third of the increase in
power demand in the New Policies Scenario. Rising incomes mean that many
millions of households add electrical appliances (with an increasing share of
“smart” connected devices) and install cooling systems.

Electricity makes inroads in supplying heat and mobility, alongside growth in
its traditional domains, allowing its share of �nal consumption to rise to
nearly a quarter. A strengthening tide of industry initiatives and policy
support pushes our projection for the global electric car �eet up to 280
million by 2040, from 2 million today.

The scale of future electricity needs and the challenge of decarbonising
power supply help to explain why global investment in electricity overtook
that of oil and gas for the �rst time in 2016 and why electricity security is
moving �rmly up the policy agenda.

The increasing use of digital technologies across the economy improves
e�ciency and facilitates the �exible operation of power systems, but also
creates potential new vulnerabilities that need to be addressed.

When China changes, everything changes
China is entering a new phase in its development. The president’s call for an
“energy revolution”, the “�ght against pollution” and the transition towards a
more services-based economic model is moving the energy sector in a new
direction - with the emphasis in energy policy now �rmly on electricity,
natural gas and cleaner, high-e�ciency and digital technologies.
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World Energy Outlook 2017, IEA

08/12/2018 WEO 2017

https://www.iea.org/weo2017/ 4/19

Rapid deployment of solar photovoltaics (PV), led by China and India, helps
solar become the largest source of low-carbon capacity by 2040, by which
time the share of all renewables in total power generation reaches 40%.

In the European Union, renewables account for 80% of new capacity and
wind power becomes the leading source of electricity soon after 2030, due to
strong growth both onshore and o�shore. Policies continue to support
renewable electricity worldwide, increasingly through competitive auctions
rather than feed-in tari�s, and the transformation of the power sector is
ampli�ed by millions of households, communities and businesses investing
directly in distributed solar PV.

Growth in renewables is not con�ned to the power sector. The direct use of
renewables to provide heat and mobility worldwide also doubles, albeit from
a low base. In Brazil, the share of direct and indirect renewable use in �nal
energy consumption rises from 39% today to 45% in 2040, compared with a
global progression from 9% to 16% over the same period. 

The future is electrifying
Electricity is the rising force among worldwide end-uses of energy, making up
40% of the rise in �nal consumption to 2040 – the same share of growth that
oil took for the last twenty-�ve years.

GW
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The power generation sector

The energy transition

SPM

 Summary for Policymakers

15

as well as substantial risks and institutional and social constraints to deployment related to governance, ethics, and impacts 
on sustainable development. They also do not mitigate ocean acidification. (medium confidence) {4.3.8, Cross-Chapter 
Box 10 in Chapter 4}
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Emissions of non-CO2 forcers are also reduced 
or limited in pathways limiting global warming 
to 1.5°C with no or limited overshoot, but 
they do not reach zero globally. 

Non-CO2 emissions relative to 2010
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Global emissions pathway characteristics
General characteristics of the evolution of anthropogenic net emissions of CO2, and total emissions of 
methane, black carbon, and nitrous oxide in model pathways that limit global warming to 1.5°C with no or 
limited overshoot. Net emissions are defined as anthropogenic emissions reduced by anthropogenic 
removals. Reductions in net emissions can be achieved through different portfolios of mitigation measures 
illustrated in Figure SPM.3b.
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Four illustrative model pathways

no or limited overshoot,

In pathways limiting global warming to 1.5°C 
with no or limited overshoot as well as in 
pathways with a higher overshoot, CO2 emissions 
are reduced to net zero globally around 2050.

P1
P2

P3

P4

Pathways with higher overshoot
Pathways limiting global warming below 2°C
(Not shown above) 

Pathways limiting global warming to 1.5°C with no or limited overshootTiming of net zero CO2
Line widths depict the 5-95th 
percentile and the 25-75th 
percentile of scenarios

Figure SPM.3a | Global emissions pathway characteristics. The main panel shows global net anthropogenic CO2 emissions in pathways limiting global warming 
to 1.5°C with no or limited (less than 0.1°C) overshoot and pathways with higher overshoot. The shaded area shows the full range for pathways analysed in this 
Report. The panels on the right show non-CO2 emissions ranges for three compounds with large historical forcing and a substantial portion of emissions coming 
from sources distinct from those central to CO2 mitigation. Shaded areas in these panels show the 5–95% (light shading) and interquartile (dark shading) ranges 
of pathways limiting global warming to 1.5°C with no or limited overshoot. Box and whiskers at the bottom of the figure show the timing of pathways reaching 
global net zero CO2 emission levels, and a comparison with pathways limiting global warming to 2°C with at least 66% probability. Four illustrative model pathways 
are highlighted in the main panel and are labelled P1, P2, P3 and P4, corresponding to the LED, S1, S2, and S5 pathways assessed in Chapter 2. Descriptions and 
characteristics of these pathways are available in Figure SPM.3b. {2.1, 2.2, 2.3, Figure 2.5, Figure 2.10, Figure 2.11}
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SPM

Breakdown of contributions to global net CO2 emissions in four illustrative model pathways 

P1:  A scenario in which social, 
business and technological innovations 
result in lower energy demand up to 
2050 while living standards rise, 
especially in the global South. A 
downsized energy system enables 
rapid decarbonization of energy supply. 
Afforestation is the only CDR option 
considered; neither fossil fuels with CCS 
nor BECCS are used.

P2:  A scenario with a broad focus on 
sustainability including energy 
intensity, human development, 
economic convergence and 
international cooperation, as well as 
shifts towards sustainable and healthy 
consumption patterns, low-carbon 
technology innovation, and 
well-managed land systems with 
limited societal acceptability for BECCS.

P3:  A middle-of-the-road scenario in
which societal as well as technological 
development follows historical 
patterns. Emissions reductions are 
mainly achieved by changing the way in 
which energy and products are 
produced, and to a lesser degree by 
reductions in demand.

P4:  A resource- and energy-intensive 
scenario in which economic growth and 
globalization lead to widespread 
adoption of greenhouse-gas-intensive 
lifestyles, including high demand for 
transportation fuels and livestock 
products. Emissions reductions are 
mainly achieved through technological 
means, making strong use of CDR 
through the deployment of BECCS.
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Pathway classification

CO2 emission change in 2030 (% rel to 2010)

               in 2050 (% rel to 2010)

Kyoto-GHG emissions* in 2030 (% rel to 2010)  

               in 2050 (% rel to 2010) 

Final energy demand** in 2030 (% rel to 2010) 

               in 2050 (% rel to 2010)

Renewable share in electricity in 2030 (%)

               in 2050 (%)
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               in 2050 (% rel to 2010)

     from oil in 2030  (% rel to 2010)

                in 2050  (% rel to 2010)

     from gas in 2030  (% rel to 2010)

                in 2050  (% rel to 2010)

     from nuclear in 2030  (% rel to 2010)

                in 2050  (% rel to 2010)

     from biomass in 2030  (% rel to 2010)

                in 2050  (% rel to 2010) 

     from non-biomass renewables in 2030  (% rel to 2010)

                in 2050  (% rel to 2010)

Cumulative CCS until 2100 (GtCO2)

               of which BECCS (GtCO2)

Land area of bioenergy crops in 2050 (million km2)

Agricultural CH4 emissions in 2030 (% rel to 2010)

                in 2050  (% rel to 2010)

Agricultural N2O emissions in 2030 (% rel to 2010)

                in 2050  (% rel to 2010)
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Characteristics of four illustrative model pathways
Different mitigation strategies can achieve the net emissions reductions that would be required to follow a 
pathway that limits global warming to 1.5°C with no or limited overshoot. All pathways use Carbon Dioxide 
Removal (CDR), but the amount varies across pathways, as do the relative contributions of Bioenergy with 
Carbon Capture and Storage (BECCS) and removals in the Agriculture, Forestry and Other Land Use (AFOLU) 
sector. This has implications for emissions and several other pathway characteristics.

P1 P2 P3 P4

P1 P2 P3 P4 Interquartile range

Billion tonnes CO₂ per year (GtCO2/yr)

Global indicators

Billion tonnes CO₂ per year (GtCO2/yr) Billion tonnes CO₂ per year (GtCO2/yr) Billion tonnes CO₂ per year (GtCO2/yr)

NOTE: Indicators have been selected to show global trends identified by the Chapter 2 assessment. 
National and sectoral characteristics can differ substantially from the global trends shown above.

* Kyoto-gas emissions are based on IPCC Second Assessment Report GWP-100
** Changes in energy demand are associated with improvements in energy 
efficiency and behaviour change
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The power generation sector

Asset stranding in the energy industry

• To stop climate warming below 1.5 degrees, carbon neutrality must be

achieved before 2060.

• Since fossil-fuel power generators

have long lifetimes (35-40 years),

committed emissions from existing

and planned generators are

uncompatible with emission

pathways towards decarbonized

energy sector.

• This creates a risk of asset

stranding, i.e., early retirement or

underutilisation.

 

6 
 

(a) Coal generation utilization 

 

(b) Gas generation utilization 

 

Figure 1: Simulation results for coal- and gas-fired capacity utilization. (a) coal 
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Source: A. Pfeifer et al., “Dead on arrival:

Implicit stranded assets in leading IAM

scenarios”
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Electricity as a commodity

Outline

1 The power generation sector

2 Electricity as a commodity

3 Specific risks of intermittent renewable generation

4 Electricity markets and derivative products

5 Modeling and pricing electricity derivatives
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Electricity as a commodity

Features of electricity as a commodity

• Electricity (almost) cannot be stored;

• Electricity is a local commodity: cross-border capacity is limited, market

structure is different in different states

• Demand must equal supply at

all times within each frequency

control zone

• Sum of currents flowing in and

out of each node is zero

• Sum of voltages around each

loop is zero

• Electricity flows through all

available paths
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Electricity as a commodity

Features of electricity as a commodity

• The electric grid is separated into

very large synchronous regions

(frequency control zones)

• Complex wholesale market and

physical mechanisms are in place to

guarantee equilibrium within each

zone.
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Electricity as a commodity

Supply/demand balance and frequency control

- Balancing over very time horizons

(seconds) is ensured by frequency control.

- Due to inertia of conventional generators,

after a sudden load increase (power plant

failure), frequecy of the AC system goes down

progressively, allowing the automatic frequency

control systems to ramp up production.

- Renewable generators have no spinning

reserve: increased renewable penetration makes frequency control more difficult.

- The effect is stronger in “AC islands” with strong renewable penentration: a

study (Connolly et al., 2010) has shown that the energy system of Ireland cannot

operate safely with wind energy penetration of over 50% and that the optimal

penetration is between 21% and 36%.
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Electricity as a commodity

Frequncy control

• Frequency is a global charactereistic

of power networks

• Frequency stability expresses the

balance between generation and

load: if load exceeds generation, the

speed of turbines starts to drop and

the frequency goes down

• In France, admissible frequency

range is 50 Hz ±0.5 Hz. Automatic

load shedding starts at 49 Hz.

UCTE Report – April 2004   / 39

Figure 2.7: Frequency vs. Imbalances

All the pumping units in service were automatically disconnected between 
49,720  and   
48,985 Hz, shedding about 3 220 MW.  

In addition, starting from 49,70 Hz, about 1 017 MW were relieved by 
automatically disconnecting industrial customer loads at transmission and sub-
transmission levels 132 kV and 6 693 MW were shed automatically at MV level, 
about 85% of 1 300 frequency relays functioned normally6.

The decline of the frequency was drastically reduced but it persisted due to 
4 132 MW generation loss after the tripping of the largest units (> 50 MW) and 
around 3 400 MW of power injections into the 150-132 kV and distribution 
grids, totalling 7 532 MW.  

31 thermal units initiated the sequence for switching on their “house-load”.  
Only eight of them successfully completed the sequence and remained in 
isolated operation on house-load. These units could improve subsequent 
restoration phase. 

Some underfrequency relays activated the programmed automatic sequences to 
island two well-defined portions of the network and the related load in southern 
Italy. Each of these two isolated portions of network should have been fed by a 

                                                  
6 The 380 kV and 220 kV network is considered “Transmission”. The 150 kV and 132 kV network is considered 50 % 

“Transmission” and 50 % “Distribution” according to the different assigned functional attributes. Lower levels of 
voltage are considered as Distribution. 

Frequency behaviour on 28 Sept. 2003
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Source: UCTE report on the 28 September 2003 blackout in

Italy
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Electricity as a commodity

Defense against frequency collapse

• Primary reserve: automatic turbine

valve controllers restore supply

demand balance at a lower

frequency level by increasing output;

• Secondary reserve: capacity of

generator units is increased (by the

national dispatch center) to bring

frequency back to normal.
Source: cleanhorizon.com

• Tertiary reserve: balancing bids are activated to reconstitute primary /

secondary reserve.

In a competitive market, primary/secondary/tertiary reserves must be procured in

advance via market mechanisms.
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Electricity as a commodity

Electricity demand: seasonal trends

Electricity consumption is

strongly seasonal with

pronounced yearly, weekly and

seasonal cycle

• In France, maximal

consumption is observed in

December and minimal

around August 15
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Novembre 2014  
Consommation française d’électricité : 

Caractéristiques et méthode de prévision 
 
La prévision de la consommation d’électricité en France continentale est une des missions essentielles de 
RTE. La qualité de cette prévision contribue à garantir l’équilibre offre-demande d’électricité à tout instant 
ainsi que la maitrise des flux sur le réseau. Elle a donc une influence directe sur la sûreté de 
fonctionnement du système électrique. 

Ce document présente : 
x les principales caractéristiques de la consommation d’électricité en France 
x les différents paramètres pouvant l’influencer  
x les prévisions de consommation publiées sur le site web RTE 

Caractéristiques de la consommation d’électricité 
La méthode de prévision s’appuie sur le caractère cyclique de la consommation. On peut identifier trois 
cycles temporels : 

x un cycle annuel (pointe de consommation annuelle en décembre et creux au 15 août) 
x un cycle hebdomadaire (5 jours ouvrables avec une consommation globalement stable et le 

week-end où la consommation diminue) 
x un cycle journalier  

Les courbes ci-dessous permettent de visualiser ces cycles répétitifs : 

Source: RTE, Consommation française d’électricité, Nov 2014

• The consumption is lower during the week-end and especially on Sunday due

to reduced economic activity

• The daily maximum is attained around 1PM in summer and 7PM in winter;

the minimal consumption is observed during the night.
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Electricity as a commodity

Electricity demand: meteorological effects

Electrical consumption is strongly

correlated with meteorological

conditions.

• Temperature: in France, in winter, a

variation of 1◦C corresponds to an

variation of consumption of 2500

MW. In summer, the variation is

about 400 MW due to air

conditioning.

• Cloud cover: measured on the scale

from 0 to 8. A variation of 1 unit

corresponds to a variation of

consumption of about 800 MW.
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Consommation française d’électricité : 

Caractéristiques et méthode de prévision 
 
La prévision de la consommation d’électricité en France continentale est une des missions essentielles de 
RTE. La qualité de cette prévision contribue à garantir l’équilibre offre-demande d’électricité à tout instant 
ainsi que la maitrise des flux sur le réseau. Elle a donc une influence directe sur la sûreté de 
fonctionnement du système électrique. 

Ce document présente : 
x les principales caractéristiques de la consommation d’électricité en France 
x les différents paramètres pouvant l’influencer  
x les prévisions de consommation publiées sur le site web RTE 

Caractéristiques de la consommation d’électricité 
La méthode de prévision s’appuie sur le caractère cyclique de la consommation. On peut identifier trois 
cycles temporels : 

x un cycle annuel (pointe de consommation annuelle en décembre et creux au 15 août) 
x un cycle hebdomadaire (5 jours ouvrables avec une consommation globalement stable et le 

week-end où la consommation diminue) 
x un cycle journalier  

Les courbes ci-dessous permettent de visualiser ces cycles répétitifs : 
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Le profil de la consommation sur une journée est caractérisé par 4 points : le creux de nuit, qui 
correspond au minimum de la consommation sur les 24 heures de la journée, la pointe du matin, le creux 
d’après-midi et la pointe du soir. Le maximum de consommation est atteint à la pointe du matin vers 
13h00 en été et à la pointe du soir vers 19h00 en hiver. 

Paramètres influençant la consommation d’électricité 
Les paramètres influençant la consommation d’électricité sont présentés ci-dessous : 

La météorologie 
Les données météorologiques sont les premiers éléments influençant la consommation d’électricité. Ainsi, 
l’évolution des conditions météorologiques tout au long de l’année est, pour une bonne part, à l’origine des 
variations cycliques annuelles de la consommation. 

Pour établir une prévision, RTE utilise deux grandeurs fournies par Météo France : 

x La température, mesurée grâce à des capteurs sur un ensemble représentatif de stations météo. 
La prise en compte des prévisions de températures permet de quantifier la variation de 
consommation due à l’utilisation du chauffage électrique en hiver ou de la climatisation en été. 
A titre d’exemple, on estime actuellement qu’en hiver, une variation moyenne de 1°C sur 
l’ensemble du territoire peut entraîner une variation d’environ 2 500 MW de la consommation à la 
pointe (soit l’équivalent de la consommation moyenne hivernale d’environ 2 millions de foyers). Il s’agit 
d’une variation de la température extérieure lissée tenant compte des inerties (inertie longue des 
bâtiments et inertie rapide comportementale).  
On parle alors d’un gradient de température de 2 500 MW/°C. En été, on estime que le 
gradient de température lié à la climatisation est de l’ordre de 400 MW/°C. 

x La nébulosité, observée par satellite. La nébulosité représente le taux de couverture 
nuageuse. Cette grandeur s’exprime en octa et varie de 0 à 8 (0 correspond à un ciel 
complètement dégagé et 8 à un ciel couvert). La nébulosité a une influence sur l’utilisation de 
l’éclairage, mais aussi sur le chauffage en modifiant l’intensité du rayonnement solaire sur les 
habitations.  
Une variation moyenne d’un octa sur la France entraîne une variation de l’ordre de 800 MW de la 
consommation. Le gradient de nébulosité à ce jour est ainsi de 800 MW/octa. 

Les valeurs des gradients ci-dessus sont celles retenues par RTE à la date de rédaction du document. 
Elles sont révisées régulièrement. 

L’activité économique 
L’activité économique des entreprises a également une forte influence sur la consommation 
d’électricité. Ses effets sont directement observables sur les courbes de consommation annuelle (creux 
de consommation au moment des vacances d’été) et hebdomadaire (consommation moindre le week-
end). Ainsi, les jours fériés (Noël, Pâques, 1er mai, 14 juillet…) modifient fortement le profil de la 
consommation le jour considéré. 

Source: RTE, Consommation française d’électricité, Nov 2014
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Electricity as a commodity

Electricity demand: non stationarity

• Electrical consumption is not

stationary: average annual

consumption has been rising

throughout the 20th century, but

has stabilized recently in France and

has even fallen slightly in the EU

over the last 10 years.

• It is expected to rise in future due to

electrification of transport and other

industries to reduce CO2 emissions.

14

PARTIE 2

Consommation 
d’électricité en France

Depuis plusieurs années, RTE constate une stabilisation de la consommation d’électricité 
en France, liée en grande partie aux actions d’efficacité énergétique. Ces actions sont 
amenées à se renforcer au cours des prochaines années, orientant ainsi les perspectives 
de consommation d’électricité à la baisse, et ce malgré une démographie soutenue, une 
reprise de l’activité économique et un contexte favorable aux solutions électriques. L’évo-
lution de la pointe de consommation s’inscrit également dans cette tendance.

1  La consommation électrique considérée dans ce document concerne la France continentale, en incluant les pertes de transport et de distribution mais en excluant 
les consommations de pompage des stations de transfert d’énergie par pompage et celles des auxiliaires des centrales de production. Elle diffère des données du 
Bilan électrique qui intègrent la Corse et affichent des consommations hors soutirages du secteur de l’énergie sur le réseau public de transport. 2  Pour l’analyse 
des historiques, une correction supplémentaire est appliquée aux consommations du secteur de l’énergie, liée au changement désormais achevé de procédé d’enri-
chissement d’uranium qui s’est traduit par une forte réduction de la consommation électrique (passage de la diffusion gazeuse à la centrifugation). 3  Référentiel de 
températures présenté en Commission « perspectives du réseau » du Comité des clients utilisateurs du réseau de transport d’électricité du 8 mars 2016. 

La consommation brute d’électricité1 intègre les fluctua-
tions des conditions climatiques, observées d’une année sur 
l’autre. Aussi, pour appréhender de manière pertinente les 
évolutions tendancielles de la consommation électrique, les 
analyses présentées dans cette partie sont basées sur l’évo-
lution de la consommation corrigée des aléas climatiques, 
des effacements de consommation ainsi que des effets liés 
aux années bissextiles2.

Afin de procéder aux corrections liées aux conditions clima-
tiques, une chronique de températures dites « de référence » 

Figure 2.2 : Historique de la consommation d’électricité en France 
continentale et taux de croissance annuel moyen par décennie  
hors activité d’enrichissement d’uranium

Figure 2.1 : Consommation électrique en France  
continentale 
hors activité d’enrichissement d’uranium
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a été construite. Ce référentiel, mis à disposition par Météo-
France3 et actualisé sur la base des observations des trois 
dernières décennies, est représentatif des températures 
moyennes horaires de chaque jour de l’année. Compte tenu 
de l’horizon d’étude relativement court, ce référentiel n’anti-
cipe pas d’évolution future du climat.

Après correction, une stabilisation de la consommation 
électrique de la France continentale est observée depuis 
2011, en rupture avec la tendance de la décennie précé-
dente. 

Source: RTE, Bilan previsionnel 2016
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Electricity as a commodity

Electricity demand: consumption spikes

• The main risk for power systems

comes from consumption spikes

during the cold season, which are

caused by cold waves.

Data source: RTE web site and www.wunderground.com

(temperature at Paris Orly)
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Electricity as a commodity

Electricity demand: risks for TSO

• The risks of electricity consumption are related to ensuring supply-demand

balance and preventing blackouts.

• In the long term, network structure must be adapted to new consumption

patterns, new plants and interconnections must be built.

• In the medium term, sufficient supply margin must be ensured for the cold

season, taking into account the possibility of extreme tempetatures.

• In the short term (1-2 days), sufficient production units must be affected to

meet demand.

• Following the liberalization of electricity markets, the supply-demand balance

is managed through market mechanisms in a (partially) decentralized manner.

• Specific market tools used by TSO to ensure supply-demand balancing are:

capacity market, balancing market and system services market (рынок

мощности, балансирующий рынок, рынок системных услуг).
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Electricity as a commodity

Load management

• Individual customers may be encouraged to disconnect loads via specific

tariffs (EJP - effacement jour de pointe in France).

• Industrial customers may post load shedding offers on the adjustment

markets.

• Utility companies may disconnect certain loads (heating, air conditioning,

electric car chargers) directly via smart meters.
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Electricity as a commodity

Demand response

• Contract between a consumer and a producer (or a retailer)
• The consumer pays a lower fare for power all the days of the year except on a

certain days (or periods) decided by the retailer.
• The number of days of price events is determined at inception.
• This form of demand-response contract is named dynamic Time-Of-Use

(dToU).

Example: Low Carbon London Pricing trial experiment 2012-2013

• 5,567 London households with consumption measured at an half hourly

time-step on the period from February, 2012 to February, 2014.
• Standard tariff was 14 p/kWh.
• Consumer enrolled in the dToU tariff would pay their power:

• 11.76 p/kWh on Normal days,
• 67.2 p/kWh on High price days,
• 3.99 p/kWh on Low price days.
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Electricity as a commodity

Demand dispatch

• Demand dispatch refers to direct control of loads by the system operator to

optimize network operations.

• The controllable load must be able to shift their consumption in time without

affecting the end users. Examples are : water heaters, heating, ventilation,

and air conditioning (HVAC), electric vehicle chargers, pool pumps etc.

• Mechanisms for remotely controlling the loads and incentivizing the

consumers are presently being developed.
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Electricity as a commodity

Load forecasting and scenario generation

• Short-term forecasting demand (up

to 1 week) is based on

meteorological forecasts and on

historical consumption data.

• Seasonal forecasts are produced

with reference meteorological data.

Historical simulations may be used

for scenario analysis. Data source: RTE web site
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Electricity as a commodity

Load forecasting and scenario generation

• Long-term consumption scenarios

are produced by RTE based on

plausible scenarios of economic

activity in different sectors and the

evolution of consumption patterns.

38

PARTIE 2

2.2.5. Bilan des perspectives 
de la consommation d’électricité
L’agrégation des prévisions sectorielles montre l’emprise des 
actions d’efficacité énergétique sur la consommation d’électri-
cité malgré une démographie soutenue, un retour de l’activité 
et un contexte favorable au développement des solutions élec-
triques. La contraction de la consommation intérieure d’élec-
tricité de la France continentale entre 2015 et 2021 s’établit à 
7,4 TWh dans le scénario «Référence» (cf. Figure 2.45).

Cette évolution de la consommation peut être décomposée 
en trois parties :
>  une part « efficacité énergétique », qui évalue l’impact sur 

la demande totale de la réduction des consommations 
unitaires des équipements ;

>  une part « nouveaux usages et transferts », qui quanti-
fie l’effet sur la demande du développement d’usages 
nouveaux (VE et VHR par exemple) ou venant se substi-
tuer à d’autres formes d’énergie (PAC en substitution de 
chaudières fioul par exemple) ; 

>  une part « volume », qui estime l’effet de la croissance 
du nombre de ménages et de l’activité économique, à 
consommation unitaire constante.

Figure 2.45 : Consommation intérieure annuelle d’électricité de la France continentale  
(à températures de référence, hors enrichissement de l’uranium)
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La consommation d’électricité 
de la France continentale 
est durablement orientée 
à la baisse sous l’effet de 
l’efficacité énergétique.

Sous l’effet principal de nouvelles estimations sur les effi-
cacités énergétiques se diffusant plus rapidement que 
prévues, la prévision en énergie de la demande d’électri-
cité de la France continentale s’élève à 473,0 TWh à l’hori-
zon 2020 dans le scénario « Référence », contre 483,7 TWh 
dans le Bilan prévisionnel 2015, soit une révision à la baisse 
de 10,7 TWh.

Source: Bilan previsionnel RTE 2016
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Specific risks of intermittent renewable generation
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Specific risks of intermittent renewable generation

Intermittent renewable production penetration

• European Union targets 20% from renewable energy by 2020 then 27% by

2030 and in some regions renewable penetration is already beyond this target
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Wind and solar power in France and in

Germany. Data source: Wikipedia.

Country 2014 Share Target

France 18.3% 40% by 2030

27% by 2020

Germany 28.2% 40-45% by 2025

55-60% by 2035

80% by 2050

Denmark 48.5% 50% by 2020

100% by 2050

Italy 33.4% 26% by 2020

Renewable shares and targets in selected EU

countries. Source: REN21 2016 report.
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Specific risks of intermittent renewable generation

Solar power economics

6 January 2014 

Clean Technology 
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Let the Second Gold Rush 
Begin 

Demand Could Continue to Surprise to the Upside 

While we have been generally constructive on the global demand outlook, we 
are raising our 2014 and 2015 demand expectations from 44.5 to 46.1GW and 
from ~52 to ~56GW respectively. We believe upside demand surprises from 
the US, Japanese and Chinese markets could continue in 2014. We expect a 
combination of streamlined incentive programs in China, additional subsidy cut 
signals in end 2014 and decreasing financing constraints to act as catalysts for 
upside demand surprises. While these 3 markets showed the most upside 
relative to expectations in 2013, we expect many more international markets to 
become meaningful growth contributors from 2014. Specifically, we expect 
India, South Africa, Mexico, Australia, Middle East, South America and South 
East Asia to all act as strong growth contributors. The majority of these 
markets are at grid parity and as such sustainable. Moreover, we believe some 
of the grid and financing constraints that have inhibited growth so far are set 
to improve in 2014.  

Our above consensus view on 2014 demand is predicated on the following 5 
reasons: 

1) Solar is currently competitive without subsidies in at least 19 markets 
globally and we expect more markets to reach grid parity in 2014 as system 
prices decline further; 

Figure 1: Markets at Grid Parity 
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Source: DB, BLS, Ontario Energy Board, Mexican Ministry of Energy, Chile Energy Group, Argentinean Secretary of Energy, NASA, Tepco, Chinese Economic Observer, Beijing International, Indian Central Regulatory 
Commission, Australia Power and Gas, Saudi Electric Company, Eksom, EuroStat 

Left: cost of solar panels vs. global installed solar power. Source:

cleantechnica.com. Right: markets at grid parity, Jan 2014 data. Source:

Deutsche bank.
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Specific risks of intermittent renewable generation

To promote renewable electricity, various support mechanisms are used:

• Feed-in tariffs: used in 19 EU countries

- in France a wind energy producer sells the generated output to EDF at a

fixed price of 8.2 cents per KWh for 15 years (obligation d’achat)

- The European commission recommends to phase out feed-in tariffs in favor

of more market oriented mechanisms

• Feed-in premiums (10 EU countries): the producers sell their output in the

market but receive a premium if the market price is below production costs.

- In France, a 2016 law introduces feed-in premiums for certain renewables

(complément de rémunération)

• Quota obligations (green certificates) (6 EU countries): obligation for energy

suppliers to purchase a certain percentage of green energy

• Investment support (grants or preferential loans) : 19 EU countries

• Tax exemptions – often at the household level: 12 EU countries
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Specific risks of intermittent renewable generation

Economic framework of renewable energy production

• To encorage the producers to reveal their true costs, support mechanisms are

sometimes allocated on a competitive basis (tenders)

• Excessive or poorly implemented support mechanisms drive conventional

flexible producers out of the market, reducing spare capacity and system

stability

• This has led to the understanding that spare capacity is a commodity and

should be financially compensated

• In France spare capacity of producers is certified by RTE and can be bought

by suppliers who have the obligation to possess spare capacity matching the

peak load of their clients (capacity mechanism)

• An organized capacity market has been launched by EPEX Spot in December

2016
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Specific risks of intermittent renewable generation

Risks of intermittent renewable production: contingencies

• Production from renewable sources is intermittent and possesses strong daily

and annual seasonality creating new constraints on storage capacities in the

network to balance supply and demand
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Left: average daily wind and solar power production in France in 2016, MW. Right:

daily pattern of wind and solar production, 2016 average, MW. Data source: RTE.
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Specific risks of intermittent renewable generation

Risks of intermittent renewable production: contingencies

Normalized monthly wind power

generation (blue), solar power generation

(orange) and load (red) aggregated over

Europe. Source: Heide et al. (2010)

thewind power aggregated over all of Europe is larger inwinter than
in summer. This is shown in Fig. 1. In fact, the winter maximum is
about double the summer minimum.

If wind were the only power source in a fictitious future Europe,
then the seasonal wind power curve has to be directly compared to
the European load curve. This is also illustrated in Fig.1. In this 100%
wind-only scenario the yearly average of wind power generation
and load is the same. However, the seasonal behavior is different.
The seasonal load curve also comes with a maximum inwinter and
a minimum in summer, but the seasonal variation strength is much
smaller than for the wind power generation. As a consequence an
enormous amount of stored and balancing energy is required. Over
summer the storage and balancing plants have to feed the deficit.
During winter the large wind power excess is put into the storage.

Like wind, also the solar community has its own solar-only
answer to the first question of the first paragraph [2]. If solar were
the only power source in another fictitious European future, then
the seasonal generation curve would look like the orange one in
Fig. 1. The solar power generation is much larger during summer
than in winter. Since it anticorrelates with the seasonal load curve,
a 100% solar-only scenario will lead to even larger seasonal storage
and balancing needs than for the wind-only case.

Let us summarize Fig. 1 in another way. For Europe the seasonal
wind power generation nicely correlates with the seasonal load
behavior. The seasonal solar power generation anticorrelates with
the seasonal load behavior. The seasonal wind and solar power
variation strengths are roughly the same. Both are significantly
larger than for the seasonal load.

When listening to these facts set by weather-driven mother
nature, an idea is created immediately. Future Europe is able to
counterbalance seasonal wind with solar power generation! Their
share should be almost the same, with a small extra contribution
fromwind power due to its seasonal correlation with the load. Fig. 2
takes 60% from thewind curve and 40% from the solar curve of Fig. 1.
The resulting curve is able to nicely follow the seasonal load curve. It
is expected that this optimal mix brings seasonal storage and
balancing needs to a minimum.

In this paper we will further quantify the seasonal optimal mix
between wind and solar power generation in Europe, and the
resulting seasonal storage needs. Due to the expected dominance of

wind and solar power, all other renewable sources are neglected for
the moment. Section 2 focuses on the European 100% wind-plus-
solar-only scenario. Section 3 generalizes to transitional scenarios,
where wind-plus-solar power generation contribute less than the
load demand and where the rest is coming from fossil and nuclear
power. The conclusion is given in Section 4. The Appendix describes
the weather-driven time series modeling of the wind and solar
power generation and the estimation of the load curve across all of
Europe.

This Paper is the first within a series of three. The two followups
address the remaining questions of the first paragraph. They focus
on a detailed analysis of the balancing and transmission needs in
a future Europe with a very high share of wind and solar power
generation [4,5].

2. The 100% wind-plus-solar-only scenario

Based on seasonal time series such as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 it is
straightforward to quantify a seasonal optimal mix between wind
and solar power generation in a 100% wind-plus-solar-only
scenario for a future Europe. Key to such quantifications is the
mismatch energy

DðtÞ ¼ a
WðtÞ
hWi

þ b
SðtÞ
hSi

%
LðtÞ
hLi

: (1)

W(t) represents the total European wind power generation during
month t, and hWi its average over all 96 months contained in the
eight-years-long time series. S(t) and L(t) are the respective solar
powerand load timeseries. The coefficientsa¼ hWi/hLi andb¼ hSi/hLi
tell how much of the load is on average covered by wind and solar
power generation. For the 100% wind-plus-solar-only scenario these
coefficients are constrained to a þ b ¼ 1.

A first approach to quantify the seasonal optimal mix is to find
the minimum of the standard deviation

sD ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiD
D2

E
% hDi2

r
(2)

of the mismatch energy as a function of a ¼ 1 % b. Since any
mismatch in the system requires balancing and the use of stored
energy, sD can be regarded as a simple measure for balancing costs
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Fig. 1. Normalized wind power generation (blue), solar power generation (orange) and
load (red) time series aggregated over Europe. Each series is shown in one-month
resolution and is normalized to its 8 years average. More details on the calculation of all
three seasonal curves are given in the Appendix. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
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Fig. 2. Same as Fig. 1, only that the wind and solar power generation time series are
combined with a 60%/40% weighting (green). (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
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Specific risks of intermittent renewable generation

Risks of intermittent renewable production: contingencies

• Production from renewable sources is spatially distributed in a non-uniform

manner, creating new constraints on transmission capacities in the network to

balance supply and demand

dashed curve in Fig. 6 follows the bottom of the storage valley and
represents the seasonal optimal mix between wind and solar
power generation as a function of the remaining fossil-nuclear
power generation. In the limit c/ 0 the wind and solar coefficients
a z b z 0.5 become about the same. Obviously, this result agrees
with the earlier result obtained in Fig. 3b.

Let us follow the dashed optimal mix-curve once more, from
right to left. At c¼ 1 the requiredmaximum stored energy amounts
to 1.36 times the averagemonthly load. From c¼ 1 down to c¼ 0.73
the requiredmaximum stored energy decreases down to 1.08 times
the average monthly load. From c ¼ 0.73 to c ¼ 0 the required
maximum stored energy increases again and reaches 1.44 times the
average monthly load at c ¼ 0.

We close this Section with an additional remark. If the seasonal
load curve had come with a maximum in summer and a minimum
in winter, then the optimal mix curve would have been different.

For a large fossil-nuclear fraction c close to one it would have been
solar only with b ¼ 1"c and a ¼ 0. Wind power generation will be
necessary to counterbalance the reduced solar generation inwinter
once c becomes smaller. This might be of relevance for some large
countries outside Europe.

4. Conclusions

Besides short-term fluctuations, wind and solar power genera-
tion across Europe follow the seasonal cycle of the weather. Wind
power generation in winter is much stronger than during summer.
For solar power generation the summer season produces much
larger yields than during winter. In this way mother nature deter-
mines how to design a future European power supply system based
on a very high share of renewables. When mixed together in
a specific ratio, the opposite strong seasonal behaviors of wind and
solar power generation almost cancel each other and follow the
weaker seasonal load behavior. For a European 100% wind-plus-
solar-only scenario, this seasonal optimal mix is found to be 55%
wind and 45% solar power generation. Compared to other scenarios
like wind-only or solar-only, the optimal mix reduces the need for
stored energy by a factor of two. The reduced stored energy for all of
Europe amounts to 1.5e1.8 times its monthly load. For transitional
scenarios with a fraction of fossil-nuclear power generation left in
the system, the optimal mix between renewables is shifted in favor
of wind power generation. This is because of the seasonal correlation
between wind power generation and load across Europe.

We have addressed only a few of the key questions raised in the
first paragraph of the Introduction. Answers to the other questions
will be given in two subsequent publications [4,5]. With hourly data
at hand (see Appendix), they will focus on the balancing-power and
power-transmission needs across a future, highly renewable Europe.

5. Appendix: Modeling of wind-, solar power generation and
loads

Key to the modeling of wind and solar power generation is
a large weather data set with good spatial and temporal resolution
all over Europe. Its convolution with future-projected wind and
solar power capacities reveals how much wind and solar power is

Fig. 7. Expected (a) wind power and (b) solar photovoltaics power capacities [GW] per
grid cell across Europe in 2020. The spatial grid-cell resolution of 47 # 48 km2 has been
adapted to the weather data. For a better visualization capacities larger than 0.73 GW for
wind and 0.50 GW for PV are indicated in dark red. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).

Fig. 8. Average annual load [TWh] per grid cell in the 50 coarse-grained onshore
regions.
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From left to right: expected wind power capacity in 2020, expected solar power

capacity in 2020, average annual load.

Source: Heide et al., Seasonal optimal mix of wind and solar power in a future, highly renewable
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Specific risks of intermittent renewable generation

Risks of intermittent renewable production: contingencies

Non-stationarity: due to decadal variations of wind and climate change effects,

wind potential may be over-estimated leading to lower than expected profitability

of wind farms.

Danish wind index vs. the North Atlantic Oscillation index (difference in pressure

between Açores and Iceland). Source: N. Boccard, Capacity factor of wind power: realized

values vs. estimates. Energy Policy, 2009
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Electricity markets and derivative products

Outline
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Electricity markets and derivative products

How to sell electricity
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Electricity markets and derivative products

The spot (day-ahead) market (рынок на сутки вперед)

• One of the main trading

venues for electricity is the

day-ahead market (EPEX

Spot in France/Germany).

• In this market trading happens only once:

participants submit bids for specific hours of

blocks of the next day until 12:00, then at

12:55 the price is fixed and market clears.
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Electricity markets and derivative products

Market coupling mechanism

• Each country has its own day-ahead

market, but due to market coupling

prices in different countries coincide in

absence of binding transport constraints

• As long as interconnection capacity

permits, demand in one market may be

matched by supply in any other market

• If the transport constraints become

binding, the prices decouple
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Day-ahead prices in France and Germany. In May, prices are coupled almost all the

time, except during negative spikes in Germany. In November, prices are

decoupled. Data source: transparency.entsoe.eu
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Electricity markets and derivative products

Features of spot electricity prices

• Spot electricity prices possess daily,

weekly and annual seasonality

• Prices are highly correlated with

consumption and in countries where

electricity is used for heating / air

conditioning, with the temperature

• Due to non-storability, prices exhibit

spikes which occur, e.g., in case of plant

outage, especially in winter

Day-ahead prices in France. Data source:

transparency.entsoe.eu
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Electricity markets and derivative products

Features of spot electricity prices

• Negative prices: since it is costly to shut

down coal-fired and nuclear plants,

producers are ready to pay to keep the

plant running

• This phenomenon is particularly

important in Germany due to the

large-scale production from renewable

sources (at zero marginal cost)

Day-ahead prices in Germany. Data source:

transparency.entsoe.eu
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Electricity markets and derivative products

The intraday market

The intraday market opens at 15h and allows continuous trading for each

hour/quarter-hour of the next day, up to 30 minutes before delivery.

Every delivery hour of every day corresponds to a different product: the life time

of a single product is from 9 to 32 hours.

Market liquidity is improving but remains relatively low.
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Electricity markets and derivative products

The intraday market

• Trading in intraday markets is order

book-based, with a separate order book

for each delivery hour.

• Each country has a separate intraday

market, but the markets are coupled: if

transmission capacity exists, traders in

any market see the orders from other

markets in their order books.
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Intraday electricity markets are gradually acquiring the characteristics of other

high-frequency markets with automated trading, optimal execution algorithms,

presence of arbitrageurs, price manipulation attempts etc.
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Electricity markets and derivative products

Intraday market liquidity patterns

Liquidity only appears a few hours before delivery.
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Electricity markets and derivative products

Bid-ask spread and volatility
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Left: (Normal) volatility averaged over all days of February 2014 (kernel estimator,

source: L. Tinsi). Right: bid-ask spread evolution on a typical day.
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Electricity markets and derivative products

The intraday market

The development of intraday markets has been fueled by the expansion of

intermittent renewables: prices are correlated with renewable production forecasts.
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Electricity markets and derivative products

The capacity mechanism/market (рынок мощности)
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Electricity markets and derivative products

The capacity mechanism and capacity market

• Annual certification for the coming year

• Via the ’certification perimieter responsible

entity’, financially responsible for capacity

violations

• Two certification methods:

• Standard method: based on realized values

observed during peak periods
• Normative method (for renewable

energies): based on historical production

multiplied by a coefficient

• Below 1MW: compulsory agregation

• Below 100MW: possible agregation

Other 4223 MW

Biomass 77.6 MW

Industrial waste 1.5 MW

Load shedding 1740.8 MW

Onshore wind 2004.3 MW

Hydro/river 4469.7 MW

Gaz/coal 8662.4 MW

Hydro/lake 5584.4 MW

Multi-energy 4659.4 MW

Nuclear 55140.6 MW

Pumped storage 3515.9 MW

Oil 2714.3 MW

Solar 232.8 MW
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Electricity markets and derivative products

The Balance Responsible Entity system

• Balance Responsible Entities (BRE, responsables d’équilibre) are basic agents

of the French electricity markets

• A BRE, declares to RTE its balance perimeter: portfolio of activities such as

• Physical sites consuming or generating powe
• Purchases and/or sales on the power exchanges operating in France;
• Purchases and/or sales of electricity from/to counterparts;
• Energy exports and/or imports;
• Sales of energy to RTE to compensate losses.

• All energy production / consumption must be affected to a balance perimeter

of a BRE

• All imbalances within the balance perimeter are compensated to RTE using

the imbalance price.
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Electricity markets and derivative products

Imbalance prices

• In case of system imbalance, the

network operator compensates

over-producing agents and applies a

penalty to under-producing agents.

• The compensation price and penalty

are fixed to enable the network

operator to recover the cost of using

additional generation.
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Here S is the EPEX Spot price, P is the weighted average price of the balancing

and k = 0.08.
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Electricity markets and derivative products

The balancing mechanism (балансирующий рынок)

• The balancing mechanism (adjustment market) allows the network operator

(RTE) to ensure precise overall balance between generation and consumption

for the entire system (reconstitute primary and secondary reserve).
• Market players submit bids for increasing production (or reducing

consumption).
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Capacity / price curve (left) and available margins on 15/12/2016. Data: RTE
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Electricity markets and derivative products

The forward market

• Electricity futures contract are traded in the European Energy Exchange

(EEX).

• Since electricity is a flow commodity, for each contract, a delivery period is

specified. For the German market, EEX offers futures for 6 next years, 11

next quarters, 9 next months, 4 next weeks 2 weekends and 8 days.

• Future contracts come in 3 different flavors: base-load (every hour),

peak-load (7h-20h Mon-Fri) and off-peak load.

• This allows to maintain reasonable liquidity while enabling market

participants to hedge their positions precisely.
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Electricity markets and derivative products

The forward market

• Futures prices are much less volatile

than spot prices, especially for longer

delivery periods.

• Due to non-storability of energy, futures

prices are not correlated with spot prices

and one cannot speak of convergence of

futures prices to spot prices.

• Futures for winter delivery are more

expensive.
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Electricity markets and derivative products

Electricity future contracts

• An electricity future contract (swap) specifies a delivery period

• A future with delivery between T1 and T2 settles financially against the

average day-ahead price of this period
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Electricity markets and derivative products

Electricity derivatives

Standard Calls/Puts on electricity futures are traded in power exchanges such as

EEX. They can be valued as standard financial options since the underlying is

liquidly traded.

Other options allowing to transfer energy risks are traded over the counter:

• Fuel spreads mimick the profit of a power plant at a given moment in time:

the clean fuel spread option pays(
Se
T − hS f

T − gSc
T

)+
,

where
- Se is the spot price of electricity;

- S f is the spot price of fuel (e.g., gas or coal);

- Sc is the price of carbon emission allowances;

- h is the heat rate of the plant;

- g is the emission rate of the plant.
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Electricity markets and derivative products

Electricity derivatives

• Cross-border transmission rights are spread options on the price differential of

two neighboring countries (e.g., France vs. Germany). Their pricing is

complexified by market coupling (when markets are coupled the spread is

zero).

• A tolling agreement mimicks the operation of a power plant over time: it pays∫ T

0

(
Se
t − hS f

t − gSc
t

)+
dt.

• A swing option is a flexible delivery contract which mimicks a hydroelectric

reservoir: the buyer has the right to receive energy (at most q̄) on a certain

number of days N during a period of time T subject to the constraint that

the total consumed power is between Q and Q.
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Modeling and pricing electricity derivatives
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Modeling and pricing electricity derivatives

Commodity futures

• For financial futures, cash and carry arbitrage yields

Ft(T ) = er(T−t)St .

• In presence of storage cost c per unit of time and underlying,

Ft(T ) = e(r+c)(T−t)St ,

• and for underlyings which cannot be sold short,

Ft(T ) = e(r+c−y)(T−t)St ,

where y ≥ 0 is the “convenience yield” per unit of time and underlying.

Electricity cannot be stored at large scale at reasonable cost, so this relationship

breaks down and one needs to model jointly the spot and future prices.
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Modeling and pricing electricity derivatives

Electricity future contracts

• An electricity future contract (swap) specifies a delivery period

• A future with delivery between T1 and T2 settles financially against the

average day-ahead price of this period

• Three modeling approaches:

- Introduce and model a fictitions instantaneous delivery contract

Ft(T1,T2) =
1

T2 − T1

∫ T2

T1

ft(T )dT ;

⇒complicated dynamics for swap prices which are the underlying of options;

- Model directly the swap prices

⇒ complicated constraints on the volatility structure;

- Model the spot price and compute forward prices as risk-neutral expectations

of spot price

⇒ calibration to the initial forward curve difficult
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Modeling instantaneous-delivery contracts

Assume a multifactor log-normal dynamics for ft(T ) under a risk-neutral

probability measure Q:

dft(T )

ft(T )
=

n∑
i=1

σi (t,T )dW i
t = σT (t,T )dWt ,

where W i are independent Brownian motions (risk factors) and σi are risk factor

volatilities.

• Log-normal modeling may be used for long-dated forwards which are not as

volatile as the spot

• The number of factors in electricity markets is quite high since forwards of

different maturities are loosely coupled

• This modeling is not compatible with lognormal swap price dynamics, often

assumed by the market
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Implied spot price dynamics

The spot price may be recovered as St = limT→t ft(T ). Itô formula yields:

dSt
St

=

(
∂ ln f0(t)− 1

2
σ2(t, t) +

∫ t

0

σT (s, t)∂2σ(s, t)ds +

∫ t

0

∂2σ(s, t)TdWs

)
dt

+σT (t, t)dWt .

• The spot price is not martingale under Q because it is not traded;

• The spot price dynamics may not be Markovian
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Example

Assume an exponential volatility structure: σi (t,T ) = σie
−λi (T−t). Then,

St = f0(t) exp

(
−1

2

∫ t

0

‖σ(s, t)‖2ds +
n∑

i=1

X i
t

)
where

X i
t = σie

−λi t

∫ t

0

eλi sdW i
s ⇒ dX i

t = −λiX i
t + σidW

i
t

⇒ the spot price is the exponential of a

sum of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes

(may be used to model price spikes)

The graph shows the autocovariance

function in the of spot price in Germany

fitted with sum of 2 exponentials
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Modeling swap contracts

• An alternative is to model directly the dynamics of traded swap contracts.

• In the presence of overlaps, dynamics is constrained by

Ft(T1,T2) =
1

T2 − T1

∫ T2

T1

ft(T )dT .

• We choose to model the non-overlapping contracts, discarding some

information.

1W 1M 1Q 1Y 5Y

Non-overlapping

Weekly

Monthly

Quarterly

Yearly

A similar log-normal model dFt(T1,T2) = Ft(T1,T2)ΣT (t,T1,T2)dWt may be

used.
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Reduced-form price models

In reduced-form spot price models, one models the day-ahead electricity price

directly with a Markov process, and the forward price is deduced by risk-neutral

expectation

Usually one models the daily average since intraday structure is complex and

irrelevant for forwards

Reduced-form spot price models must respect the following “stylized features”:

• Seasonality;

• Mean reversion;

• Spikes and non-Gaussian behavior.
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Cartea and Figueroa (2005) model

lnSt = g(t) + Yt

dYt = −αYtdt + σ(t)dWt + J · dqt

where

• g(t) is a deterministic seasonality;

• J is a log-normal proportional jump size;

• q is a Poisson process of jump times.

3.3 One-Factor Spot Model 43

with g as the deterministic log-seasonality that is supposed to be differentiable, and
Yt as the stochastic process that satisfies

dYt = −αYtdt + σ (t)dWt + J · dqt

with α as the speed of the mean-reversion, σ (t) as the time-dependent volatility, J as
the proportional random jump-size, and dqt as the Poisson process with intensity l.
The jump-size J is supposed to be log-normally distributed with ln J ∼ N (µJ , σ

2
J ).

Given this framework, the spot price dynamic satisfies

dSt = α (ρ(t) − ln St ) Stdt + σ (t)StdWt + St (J − 1)dqt

with

ρ(t) = 1
α

(
g′(t)+ 1

2
σ 2(t)

)
+ g(t).

The term St (J − 1)dqt comes from the fact that after a shock, St− moves to J St−,
which makes ∆St = (J − 1)St−. Moreover, the authors assume that J satisfies
E [J ] = 1 based on the argument that jumps should not lead to an extra return. This
constraint limits the parameters of the model because µJ = −σ 2

J /2.
Figure3.4 illustrates the behaviour of the daily average spot price for the real-

istic parameters estimated on the UK day-ahead market extracted from Cartea and
Figueora’s (2005) paper. Because the parameter values for the seasonal part of the
spot price is not given in the paper, I use the same seasonal function as in Sect. 3.3.1
for Lucia and Schwartz’s [127] model. I observe that the spiky behaviour is now
clearly obtained. This phenomenon is obtained thanks to the strong per annummean-
reversion value α = 102. It corresponds to a half-life of two days. Thus, although

Fig. 3.4 Simulated daily
spot price trajectory obtained
with Cartea and Figueroa
[61] with the parameter
values of α = 102,
σJ = 0.67, l = 8.5,
σ = 1.64. The seasonal part
is identical to Lucia and
Schwartz’s [127] model of
Fig. 3.2
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Price trajectory in the Cartea and

Figueroa model. Source: Äid (2015).

In this model, forward prices can be computed explicitly under deterministic

market price of risk assumption.
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Structural spot price models

• Unlike stock price process which are hardly predictable, electricity prices are

related to a multitude of observable factors: consumption, fuel prices, plant

outages etc.
• Structural models focus on the price formation mechanism and aim to predict

day-ahead prices based on the available information.

• In demand-based models the spot

price is obtained by matching a

constant supply function with a

random inelastic demand.

• In stack-curve models, the supply

function is constructed from unit costs

and capacities of different generation

technologies.

Example of generation stack

Source: B. Posner / psu.edu
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Demand-based models

• The demand for electricity is described by a stochastic process:

Dt = Dt + Xt ,

dXt = (µ− λXt)dt + σdWt ,

where Dt is the seasonal component and Xt is the stationary stochastic part.

• The price is obtained by matching the demand level with a deterministic

supply function which must be nonlinear to account for spikes.

• Barlow (2002) proposes

Pt =

(
a0 − Dt

b0

)1/α

for some α > 0.

• Kanamura and Ohashi (2004) suggest a “hockey stick” profile

Pt = (a1 + b1Dt)1Dt≤D0 + (a1 + b1Dt)1Dt>D0 .
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Demand-based models
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Spot price trajectory in the demand-based model by Kanamura and Ohashi (2004).

In these models, spikes can only be caused by surges in demand, while in electricity

markets spikes can also be due to sudden changes in supply, such as plant outages.
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Stack curve model of Äid (2009)

• The electricity demand Dt can be satisfied with n different technologies;

• Each technology has available capacity C i
t and fuel cost hiS i

t , where S i is the

fuel price and hi is the heat rate;

• The marginal fuel cost is

P̂t =
n∑

i=1

hiS
i
t1Dt∈I it , I it =

( i−1∑
k=1

C k
t ,

i∑
k=1

C k
t

]
• The spot price depends on the marginal fuel cost and the reserve margin:

Pt = g(Rt)× P̂t , Rt =
n∑

i=1

C i
t − Dt

where g is the scarcity function:

g(x) = min
( γ
xν
,M
)
1x>0 + M1x≤0.
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Electricity derivatives

Standard Calls/Puts on electricity futures are traded in power exchanges such as

EEX. They can be valued as standard financial options since the underlying is

liquidly traded.

Other options allowing to transfer energy risks are traded over the counter:

• Fuel spreads mimick the profit of a power plant at a given moment in time:

the clean fuel spread option pays(
Se
T − hS f

T − gSc
T

)+
,

where
- Se is the spot price of electricity;

- S f is the spot price of fuel (e.g., gas or coal);

- Sc is the price of carbon emission allowances;

- h is the heat rate of the plant;

- g is the emission rate of the plant.
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Electricity derivatives

• Cross-border transmission rights are spread options on the price differential of

two neighboring countries (e.g., France vs. Germany). Their pricing is

complexified by market coupling (when markets are coupled the spread is

zero).

• A tolling agreement mimicks the operation of a power plant over time: it pays∫ T

0

(
Se
t − hS f

t − gSc
t

)+
dt.

• A swing option is a flexible delivery contract which mimicks a hydroelectric

reservoir: the buyer has the right to receive energy (at most q̄) on a certain

number of days N during a period of time T subject to the constraint that

the total consumed power is between Q and Q.
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Call and put options

• In the EEX market, call and put options on 6 monthly swaps, 6 quarterly

swaps and 3 yearly swaps (base-load) are traded

• For every swap, a single maturity, shortly before the swap expiry is offered,

with a variety of strikes

• The underlying of each option is therefore traded throughout the lifetime of

the option

• Risk-neutral pricing approaches are therefore justified

Consider the pricing of a call option on an electricity swap contract with pay-off

(FT (T1,T2)− K )+.

Its price at t is given by

Vt = e−r(T−t)EQ[(FT (T1,T2)− K )+|Ft ]
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Call and put options

• In a log-normal model for the forward ft(T ): pricing by Monte-Carlo.
• In a log-normal model for the swap price Ft(T1,T2): Black’s formula

Vt = e−r(T−t)Ft(T1,T2)N(d1)− e−r(T−t)KN(d2),

d1,2 =
log Ft(T1,T2)

K ± 1
2vt,T√

vt,T
, vt,T =

∫ T

t

‖Σ(s,T1,T2)‖2ds.
2.2 Market Microstructure 19

Fig. 2.9 Prices of call options on year-ahead futures base-load contract with expiry on January
2013 as of 20 November, 2012, (left) and their implied volatility (right) as a function of the strike
price. The solid red line indicates the options in the money

and puts with the expiration date 14 January for the year-ahead contracts in 2014.
The same year-ahead contracts were available for 2015 and 2016 with the slight
difference that more calls and puts were available for the last expiration dates. Also,
only the base-load contract was available. Thus, these contracts resulted in only
82 options available for the trade of the year-ahead contracts. The calls and puts
were also available for base-load months and quarters. The prices for those contracts
were provided even though there were no transactions and no open interests. Some
contracts were barely traded while the options with an expiry on N January with
the underlying year N grabbed all of the liquidity. Thus, in 2012, the options on
year-2013 with expiry on 13 January represented all of the open interest for options.
They represented an average of 58 contracts with a maximum of 300, and calls and
puts were equally traded.

Figure2.9 provides an example of the prices quoted on 20 November, 2012, for
call options on the year-ahead base-load futures contracts for 2013 with expiry in
January 2013. I also provide an estimation of their implied volatility. This figure
depicts a situation where there is some open interest in most of the options with an
available price. It shows that the implied volatility can produce a nice smile with a
volatility of around 30%.

2.2.4 The Diversity of Electricity Markets

The general presentation above hides a great deal of heterogeneity in the development
of the electricity markets around the globe. Sioshansi and Pfaffenberger’s book [153]
on the reform implementations in the worldwide electricity market shows that these
markets have followed very different paths. The markets in some countries have
important growth both in terms of volume and in the complexity of their products.

An example of such developments is the Pennsylvania, New Jersey, andMaryland
market (PJM) in the United States. The PJM market has existed since 1997 and

Prices and implied volatilities of year-ahead base-load futures options with expiry

on Jan 2013, as of Nov 20, 2012. Source: R. Äid (2015).
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Spread options on forward contracts

• Most commodity spread options are written on forward contracts

• The underlyings are liquidly traded and risk-neutral valuation may be used

Consider two forward contracts with risk-neutral dynamics

dF 1
t = F 1

t σ1(t)dWt , dF 1
t = F 2

t σ2(t)(ρdWt +
√

1− ρ2dW ′t ),

where σ1 and σ2 are deterministic volatility functions and W and W ′ are

independent standard BMs

Magrabe’s formula gives the price of the zero-strike option on F 1
T − F 2

T :

e−r(T−t)EQ[(F 1
T − F 2

T )+|Ft ] = e−r(T−t)(F 1
t N(d1)− F 2

t N(d2)),

d12 =
log

F 1
t

F 2
t
± 1

2vt,T
√
vt,T

, vt,T =

∫ T

t

(σ2
1(t) + σ2

2(t)− 2ρσ1(t)σ2(t))ds
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Kirk’s formula for non-zero strike spreads

When K 6= 0, Magrabe’s formula no longer holds and no explicit expression for

spread option price is available

Kirk’s formula is an empirical approximation obtained by replacing the log-normal

dynamics of F 2 with a shifted log-normal one:

d(F̂ 2
t + K ) = (F̂ 2

T + K )σ̂2(ρdWt +
√

1− ρ2dW ′t ), σ̂2 = σ2
F 2
0

F 2
0 + K

Applying Magrabe’s formula leads to the approximation

e−rTEQ[(F 1
T − F 2

T − K )+] ≈ e−rT (F 1
0N(d1)− (F 2

0 + K )N(d2)),

d12 =
log

F 1
0

F 2
0+K
± 1

2σ
2
KT

σK
√
T

, σ2
K = σ2

1 + σ̂2
2 − 2ρσ1σ̂2.
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Example: cross-border transmission rights

• Cross-border transmission rights can be purchased at an auction for a period

of one year, one month or one day

• The allocated capacities can then be nominated within the limits set by the

programming authorisations for each hour of the day, before 15:30 of the

previous day (day-ahead prices already known).

• Pay-off of a cross-border transmission right with unit capacity from region

with price S2 to region with price S1 for a total of T hours:
T∑
t=1

nt(S
1
t − S2

t )+,

with nt is the programming authorisation in percentage of the capacity.

• Difficulty: nt not known in advance; the underlyings are day-ahead prices

which are not traded assets

• Corresponding futures contracts are not traded either
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